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One of the most interesting things about the effects of testosterone and
transmen is that we have something else to compare it to. Non-trans men do
not. And non-trans women do not (which is why I wrote a column on "It's the testosterone: what straight women should know)".
When I started testosterone a dozen years ago, I expected my sex drive to increase. The "horror" stories are part of transman lore,
passed down from generation to generation as we all gear up for male adolescence, no matter how old we are, and take out a line of
credit at the adult toy store.
And it did increase, within about four days of my first shot, and I basically squirmed a lot for two years before I got used to it. But I was
planning for that. Here are the things that took me by surprise:

I became very focused on one thing - the goal, the prize, the end. That doesn't mean that I wasn't able to
"make love". What it does mean is that there was a madness in my method, because it was goaloriented. There was a light at the end of the tunnel. There was a pot of gold at the end of the rainbow.
There was an unguarded hoop just waiting for a slam dunk - score!
It became very visual. I saw it, I wanted it - whatever it was. This was a new experience for me, because,
in the past, I had not been aroused so much by pictures and body parts (or pictures of body parts) as I
had been by words - erotic descriptions, stories, and things said to me.
It became very visceral - instinctual - with a need to take care of it. It had very little to do with romance,
or even an attraction that made sense intellectually. You're hungry, you eat. There was a matter-offactness about it, especially when I was by myself. Hmmm ... peanut butter sandwich sounds good. Okay,
done. Let's move on.
And that was how it changed. And I need to add some caveats here.
The first is to remind everyone that this was my experience. I cannot speak for anyone else.
The second is to point out that there are, no doubt, both men and women who have experienced or do experience something very
similar. We can speak in general terms about the differences between men and women (and I personally believe, in general terms, that
there are differences). But those generalities cannot be assumed to apply to all individual men and women.
The third is to totally refute the claims that have been made over the years that "all men are rapists if given the opportunity" and similar
accusations.
I think this is utter nonsense, as is the idea that men "can't control themselves".
And last, these things change. Either they eventually become less intense or we adjust. We are going through a male adolescence, and
we survive and come out the other side as adults. And unless we are truly fourteen (I was forty-two), we have a little bit of maturity and
the intelligence to know what's happening to us and how to handle it. This maturity and intelligence is what allows most men and
women, trans and non-trans, to have loving adult relationships that succeed on many levels.
You only go through adolescence once (or, if you transition, twice) so hopefully you enjoyed yours.

Now, have that peanut butter sandwich and move on.
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Just Add Hormones: An Insider's Guide to the Transsexual Experience
Author: Matt Kailey
Publisher: Beacon Press (2006)
I.S.B.N.-13 978 0807079591
Matt Kailey lived as a straight woman for the first forty-two years of his
From Amazon Books:
life. Though happy as a social worker and teacher, he knew something wasn't right. Then he made
some changes. With the help of a good therapist, chest surgery, and some strong doses of
testosterone, Kailey began his journey toward becoming a man. As his body morphed and his voice
dropped, Kailey began noticing subtle shifts in the way he was treated. Men suddenly stopped
offering to change flat tires for him but insisted on talking to him about women and bodily functions. Women got nervous
when he baby-talked to their infants but routinely asked him to move heavy things around the office. In these everyday
exchanges, Kailey recognized the many ways we define what it means to be male. He also realized that, with few role
models, he had to learn to accept himself as a person between two genders. As he writes about his transition from female
to male, Kailey answers all the questions you've ever had about what it's like to live as a transsexual. From the fear of
public restrooms to deciding whether to "pack" his pants, Kailey explains what the world looks like from his new vantage
point - a position more people are discovering as gender transitions become increasingly common. More than a memoir,
Just Add Hormones is full of sound advice for those who may be questioning their gender. And through his story, Kailey
offers valuable insights to the families and friends of those who have started a transition. Funny, fresh, and incredibly
candid, Just Add Hormones can help us all consider - and even laugh at - our own notions of what it means to be a man
or a woman.
Teeny Weenies: And Other Short Subjects
Author: Matt Kailey
Publisher: Outskirts Press (2012)
I.S.B.N.-13 978 1432781200
With Miss America and a collection of Playboy centrefolds as role models,
From Amazon Books:
a young girl struggles to figure out femininity, only to discover that she was headed in the wrong

direction all along. When she finally realizes that being the best girl - and woman - she can be is no
match for being the man she's supposed to be, there's only one solution, and it's not another purse,
pair of pumps, or push-up bra. Teeny Weenies and Other Short Subjects takes a long, hard look at
getting the short end of the stick, both before and after transition from female to male. This collection of humorous
essays from award-winning author and transsexual man Matt Kailey explores identity, sexuality, and growing up female in
a world with two sexes, two genders - and no exceptions.
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